
Choosing the Right Words  
(A simple checklist to make your copy shine) 

“Think twice before you speak, because your words and influence 

will plant the seed of either success or failure in the mind of another.”  

– Napoleon Hill 

Are you using the right words? Using the right words will help you be successful in a couple of ways: 

 You’ll stay welcome in your prospects’ inboxes (because they actually read what you send 

them) 

 You’ll position yourself as the expert (because they know you have something important to say) 

 And ultimately, you’ll make a bunch of sales (because you’ll stay in their minds until they are 

ready to buy).  

Much of your success depends on the words you choose. But you don’t have to have a degree in English 

to craft great emails, sales letters, landing pages, website content, and other collateral that will ensure 

your success. You just have to follow a system. 

As you write, follow this simple checklist to make sure your copy shines and that your message gets 

delivered. Before you know it, the principles in this checklist will become second nature, and your 

writing will improve. Let’s get to it.  

Overall Tone 

 The writing is casual and avoids formal clichés  

     Less effective: “This email is to inform you of a special offer we are extending to all…”  

     Better: “We’re excited to tell you about a special offer…” 

 The writing feels more like a conversation I would have with a person in a restaurant than a 

speech I would give to a crowd of 1000  

     Less effective: “AAA Pest Control is the best solution for residential and commercial…” 

     Better: “We’ve been able to help hundreds of homeowners and businesses…”     

 My personality is reflected somewhere in the copy 

     Less effective: “Thank you for your consideration.” 

     Better: “Can’t wait to see you in the store!” 

Content 

 The copy presents useful information that can’t easily be found elsewhere 

     Less effective: “Faucets should be replaced when they leak.” 

     Better: “Put a towel on the countertop to protect it from dropping tools…”  



 There is enough information in the opening sentences to tell the whole story 

     Less effective: “Back in 1942, the world was in crisis. There was a feel of uncertainty…  

     Better: “The events of 1942 changed financial planning forever. A+ Financial is committed…”  

 The bullets are complete thoughts that pertain to the intro sentence 

     Less effective: “There are 3 things every homeowner should know about insurance: 

                                 ® Homeowners should get insurance 

                                 ® it’s the law 

                                 ® what about taxes?” 

     Better: “Here are 3 things every homeowner should consider about insurance: 

                                 ® You may not want your bank to pay the bills 

                                    Many lenders will include your insurance payments in the escrow account… 

                                 ® You may not have as much coverage as you think 

                                    The standard insurance package you selected may not include flood… 

                                 ® You might be paying too much 

                                    There are many hidden fees that insurance companies attach to… 

 I have included subheads/titles for people who simply want to scan the document 

     Less effective: “We provide an all-in-one solution for business owners looking for social 

                                 media, PR, and community recognition. We also specialize in…” 

     Better: “All-In-One Communications Solution 

                    We provide an all-in-one solution for business owners looking for social 

                    media, PR, and community recognition. We also specialize in…” 

 The copy includes a clear call to action 

     Less effective: “Our website has additional information.” 

     Better: “For more information about service packages, visit our website at…” 

Mechanics and Readability 

 I checked the copy for spelling/ grammar errors 

     Less effective: “Your going to LOVE our new kitchen applances”  

     Better: “You’re going to love our new kitchen appliances” 

 I replaced the big words to improve readability 

     Less effective: “Your windows will rapidly shine with immaculate clarity” 

     Better: “No more spots…no more smudges. Just a clear view of the world.”  

 I read through the copy and deleted unnecessary sentences/thoughts 

     Less effective: “Your will is extremely important. It is essential to create a will that…” 

     Better: “It is essential to create a will that…” 

 Someone else has read my copy to check for flow and readability 

     Less effective: Save. Send. 

     Better: Save. “Can you look over this email to see if it makes sense?” Revise. Send.  


